
Our Thirty Year Journey To End Gender
Violence
Gender violence has been a pervasive issue in our society for many years. It
affects people of all genders and has devastating consequences for individuals
and communities. But our organization, dedicated to fighting against gender
violence, has been on a thirty-year journey to put an end to this injustice. In this
article, we will share our experiences, challenges, and triumphs in the fight
against gender violence.

The Birth of Our Commitment

Thirty years ago, a group of passionate individuals came together with the goal of
ending gender violence. Inspired by the stories of survivors and their own
personal encounters with this issue, they knew something had to be done. And
so, our organization was born.

Our founders faced numerous challenges in the early years. Gender violence was
often swept under the rug, seen as a private matter rather than a societal
problem. But they were determined to change that perception and bring visibility
to the issue. They started by organizing protests, awareness campaigns, and
educational events, demanding action from policymakers and the public.
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Building a Movement

As our organization grew, so did our impact. We focused on building a movement
that engaged people from all walks of life. Our aim was to create a space where
survivors could share their stories, find support, and advocate for change. We
established helplines, support groups, and counseling services to provide
assistance to those affected by gender violence.

Simultaneously, we worked to change public perception and challenge harmful
societal norms. Through extensive media outreach, we launched campaigns that
highlighted the devastating effects of gender violence. We collaborated with
artists, journalists, and influencers who used their platforms to amplify our
message and reach a wider audience.

Policy Reform and Legislative Advocacy

In order to have a lasting impact, it was crucial for us to work towards policy
reform. We engaged with lawmakers, urging them to take gender violence
seriously and enact stricter laws to protect survivors. This involved countless
meetings, lobbying efforts, and collaborations with other organizations sharing the
same vision.

Over the years, our relentless advocacy paid off. We witnessed the
implementation of new laws that criminalized gender violence, established
greater protections for survivors, and mandated comprehensive educational
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programs to prevent violence before it occurs. However, there is still much work
to be done, and we continue to push for further reforms to create a safer society
for all.

Addressing Intersectionality

Throughout our journey, we recognized the importance of addressing the
intersectionality of gender violence. We understood that gender-based violence
was not isolated from other forms of oppression, such as racism, homophobia,
and classism. We actively worked towards dismantling these intersecting systems
of oppression and building an inclusive movement that advocated for justice for
all.

We organized workshops, seminars, and conferences that encouraged dialogue
and understanding among different communities. By acknowledging and
addressing the unique experiences of marginalized individuals, we aimed to
create a more comprehensive approach to ending gender violence. Our
commitment to intersectionality remains a core value of our organization.

The Power of Collective Action

We firmly believe that collective action is essential in the fight against gender
violence. We have witnessed the transformative power of communities coming
together to create change. Through partnerships with other organizations,
collaborations with grassroots activists, and the involvement of individuals
dedicated to ending gender violence, we have been able to make significant
progress.

Additionally, we understand the importance of engaging with younger generations
to ensure a sustainable future. Our organization works extensively in schools and
universities, providing educational programs that focus on consent, healthy



relationships, and bystander intervention. By equipping young people with the
tools to challenge inequality and promote respect, we set the stage for a future
free from gender violence.

Looking Towards the Future

As we reflect on our thirty-year journey to end gender violence, we are
encouraged by the progress we have made, yet aware of the challenges that lie
ahead. We remain committed to our cause and continue to adapt our strategies
to address evolving forms of violence. We strive for a world where everyone feels
safe, respected, and valued, regardless of their gender.

Join us on this journey and be part of the solution. Together, we can put an end to
gender violence and create a more equitable society for all.
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“An elegant, impassioned demand that America see gender-based violence as a
cultural and structural problem that hurts everyone, not just victims and
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survivors… It's at times downright virtuosic in the threads it weaves together.”—
NPR

Winner of the 2022 ABA Silver Gavel Award for Books 

From the woman who gave the landmark testimony against Clarence Thomas as
a sexual menace, a new manifesto about the origins and course of gender
violence in our society; a combination of memoir, personal accounts, law, and
social analysis, and a powerful call to arms from one of our most prominent and
poised survivors.

In 1991, Anita Hill began something that's still unfinished work. The issues of
gender violence, touching on sex, race, age, and power, are as urgent today as
they were when she first testified. Believing is a story of America's three decades
long reckoning with gender violence, one that offers insights into its roots, and
paths to creating dialogue and substantive change. It is a call to action that offers
guidance based on what this brave, committed fighter has learned from a lifetime
of advocacy and her search for solutions to a problem that is still tearing America
apart.

We once thought gender-based violence--from casual harassment to rape and
murder--was an individual problem that affected a few; we now know it's cultural
and endemic, and happens to our acquaintances, colleagues, friends and family
members, and it can be physical, emotional and verbal. Women of
color experience sexual harassment at higher rates than White women. Street
harassment is ubiquitous and can escalate to violence. Transgender and
nonbinary people are particularly vulnerable.
 
Anita Hill draws on her years as a teacher, legal scholar, and advocate, and on



the experiences of the thousands of  individuals who have told her their stories, to
trace the pipeline of behavior that follows individuals from place to place: from
home to school to work and back home. In measured, clear, blunt terms, she
demonstrates the impact it has on  every aspect of our lives, including our
physical and mental wellbeing, housing stability, political
participation, economy and community safety, and how our descriptive language
undermines progress toward solutions. And she is uncompromising in her
demands that  our laws and our leaders must address the issue concretely and
immediately.
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